COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
January 12, 2015 2:00-4:00 p.m.
Hill Hall 300
ATTENDEES: 2015-2016 Senators: Ken Osgood (President), Linda Battalora (PE), Jürgen Brune (MN),
Graham Davis (EB), Jason Ganley (CBE), Paul Martin (AMS), Dinesh Mehta (EECS), Kamini Singha (GE),
Jay Straker (LAIS). Arrived during the Executive Session: Chet Van Tyne (MME). Representatives:
Hanna Aucoin (GSG), Colin Marshall (USG).
APOLOGIES: John Berger (ME), Chuck Stone (PH)
GUESTS: Tom Boyd, Interim Provost, Nicole Vilegi-Sandage (AMS)

1. Visitors –
1.1. Interim Provost Tom Boyd Update
Osgood congratulated Boyd on his appointment as Interim Provost. Boyd announced that Tina
Voelker from Chemistry will serve as Interim Graduate Dean. Boyd will then hold a formal,
internal search for a Graduate Dean.
2. Approvals
2.1. Past minutes (Singha)
Senators decided to table this item and will approve December 8 minutes at the next meeting.
3. Topics of discussion
3.1. One-semester replacement position for Tina Gianquitto
Tina Gianquitto is unable to serve on senate this semester, Osgood recommended Jay Straker
from LAIS serve as a replacement. Motion to approve spring semester appointment of Jay
Straker: Singha, second: Mehta. Vote to approve: Unanimous.
3.2. Senate President Updates: Hiring process and P&T
Regarding the hiring process updates, Osgood is working with the Handbook Committee
reviewing each paragraph, the process is continuing. Osgood made edits to the senate
recommendations and those changes are posted on the Google Drive.
The P&T guidelines committee has prepared a draft that is being reviewed by President
Johnson and Osgood. Once that review has been complete, the draft will be shared with
senators. Osgood also sent the senate’s proposed amendments to the P&T process to that
committee for their review. The goal will be to mesh the Senate’s proposed changes to the
P&T process to the committee’s recommendations with respect to P&T guidelines.
Davis reminded senators that the senate was going to suggest language for remedies for
instances when Handbook procedure is not followed. Osgood will send a note asking Boyd to
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add this to the Handbook Committee agenda, provided we have something tangible to suggest.
Boyd noted Mines has a grievance policy that can be invoked when needed.
Boyd announced that Tina Voelker from Chemistry will serve as Interim Graduate Dean. Boyd
will then hold a formal, internal search for a Graduate Dean.
Osgood explained he recently sent a memo to faculty that drew attention to some issues
involving poor treatment of students by faculty. Osgood asked Boyd to attend an executive
session of the senate to speak about the specifics of certain confidential situations. The goal is
to have an informed conversation about how Mines can create a community where people are
comfortable reporting concerning situations.
3.3. Information item: Samara Omar will attend as USG rep for Colin Marshall beginning 1-26-16
Osgood thanked student Colin Marshall for her service on the senate, Samara Omar will
become the student representative beginning January 26, 2016.
3.4. Undergraduate council items (Ganley)
Geophysics Program and Petroleum Program – Both programs added CHGN125 to serve as an
acceptable prerequisite along with CHGN122. The Petroleum Program will also accept all
versions of EPICS. Motion to approve GP and PE program changes: Davis, second: Straker.
Vote to approve GE and PE program changes: Unanimous.
CEE and EVE Program changes – Program changes were introduced at the December meeting.
A memo outlining the details was distributed to senators. Ganley reported that UGC
unanimously approved all of the program changes. Vilegi-Sandage was available to answer
questions. Boyd asked about the boundary conditions under which departments can
determine their own in-major GPA calculation. Senators and members of Undergraduate
Council’s GPA subcommittee will consider Boyd’s question when creating a proposal for revised
GPA calculations. Graham suggested that the process itself, of the senate approving these kind
of changes, provides the boundary within which these changes can be made. He added, senate
approval will ensure that departments do not make extreme policies on GPA calculations.
Motion to approve CEE and EVE program changes along with the new GPA calculation for
both programs: Graham, second: Brune. Vote to approve: Unanimous.
Motion to move into executive session: Osgood, second: Brune. Motion approved by
acclamation.
4. Executive Session
4.1. Replacement for Roel Snieder
4.2. Campus ethics issues
Next meeting, Tuesday, January 26, 2:00-4:00 p.m. Hill Hall 300
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January 10, 2016

Dear Colleagues,
I write with both good news and sad news as I look back on the past year and look forward to the next. I
write this letter on my own, in my capacity as Senate president, but I am also going to ask your senators
to work with me on the grave issues I raise at the end.
Let me start with the positive, of which there is much good to report.
The Senate has enjoyed a great working relationship with the new administration – without question,
the most collaborative and productive relationship between admin and faculty since I arrived at Mines
five years ago. In years past, this relationship had been shaken by some trust and confidence issues,
undoubtedly exacerbated by all parties. But since Paul Johnson arrived, he has shown an unmistakable
interest in working with faculty as true partners. He has listened to our thoughts and concerns,
responded, and worked with us collaboratively. It has been precisely the sort of healthy relationship
one would want and expect at a high functioning university.
Let me share some of the highlights:






Paul’s very first day of work as president, on July 1, began with a long phone call with me to
discuss the broad range of issues that have concerned the faculty and that emerged from our
two faculty surveys. He and I have met regularly ever since, with open conversations on many
matters, including the issues you have brought to my or the Senate’s attention.
We have seen fantastic progress on the family-friendly proposal Senate put forward last year.
New resources, including changing stations and a family friendly webpage, have been created.
Two key recommendations are coming into place: (1) aligning the CSM calendar with that of
JeffCo schools and public holidays, including the addition of MLK and Labor Day, all recently
approved by the Calendar Committee; (2) modifications to the family leave policy so that there
is not a one-year “waiting period” before such leave kicks in, and paving the way for teaching
relief during the semester when family leave is taken; policy changes currently before the
Handbook committee. We have also been discussing benefits that would help with child care.
In short, virtually all of our recommendations have seen positive action, with the one exception
of our proposal for a tuition exchange program, which obviously requires careful study. We owe
special thanks to Mike Dougherty and Kirstin Volpi for the progress thus far.
The Faculty Climate Survey – and the Senate – identified concerns about our promotion and
tenure process, with faculty expressing wariness about the transparency and predictability of it
all. Paul, Terry, and the Senate worked together to begin a conversation about improving the
process, with two parallel initiatives moving forward: a committee focused on clarifying our
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expectations and guidelines, and the Senate working on the process itself. Both have proceeded
quickly and collaboratively, and we will soon have draft proposals to share with the campus.
The Climate Survey also drew attention to a torturous reality of our professional lives: the many
hours consumed by email. The administration has taken the lead on developing a daily digest
that should greatly simplify our inboxes and communications: it kicks in tomorrow! For this, we
owe special thanks to CCIT and Kay Schneider.
At the end of last spring, the Senate, acting on research provided by LAIS, drew attention to
inequities in faculty salaries, especially among teaching faculty. With Paul’s encouragement, the
deans began addressing the issue at the very beginning of the fall semester, to the benefit of
many of our colleagues, especially those burdened with the greatest inequities. We owe them
our thanks.
The Senate last year also drew attention to key shortcomings in our process for hiring new
faculty, and the Senate proposed a significant overhaul via Handbook revisions. Paul has been
supportive of this effort, as have been the department heads, all of whom suggested
amendments that we have considered collaboratively. We owe them, Tom Boyd, and Anne
Walker thanks for their assistance and ideas. That proposal, too, is working its way through the
Handbook Committee.
The Senate also discussed the leadership transition with the president, and we fully support
Tom Boyd’s interim appointment as provost. He has our faith and confidence, and we look
forward to working with him and Paul as the campus continues through the transition.
The president has also assured us of his belief in faculty ownership of the curriculum, and
together with Tom Boyd we have discussed measures to improve the coordination and
communication between academic leadership and the faculty on curricular matters.

If you look at the list above, you’ll notice we have made progress in just about every initiative that has
been on the Senate’s radar since last year. Our colleagues in administration, from the president on
down, have been supportive partners. So here is the take-away: Sometimes we faculty have brought a
suspicious or adversarial mindset in our dealings with our leadership. Sometimes, we have been
greeted with the same. But now it is time for us all to put such attitudes to rest. That time has passed.
I wish I could end this letter here, full stop. But alas, there are worrisome issues that we faculty must
tackle openly and courageously.
Three issues related to faculty conduct (and to research ethics) came to my attention in December that
suggest there are some problems in our house. These involved inappropriate relationships with
students, abusive and exploitive mentoring relationships with graduate students, and a callous – if not
also inhumane – response to a graduate student suffering from anxiety and depression. These appear to
have happened with at least the tacit awareness of, and acceptance by, members of our community,
possibly over a long period of time.
Full disclosure: for each of these cases, I have only heard part of the story, and I have an incomplete
picture. But if only a fraction of what I have heard is true, I feel compelled as your elected
representative to open a campus dialogue about the ethical standards we expect from ourselves:
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Is there something about our campus culture that has permitted us to look away from or accept
egregious behavior that harms other faculty and students?
Do we know how to report this type of behavior when we see or suspect it? Do we do so?
Have we empowered our students to do the same?
What ethical standards do we hold ourselves to – and how do we convey and act upon those
values?

The following will help spark this conversation:






Tomorrow (Jan 12), I am convening an executive session of the Faculty Senate to discuss these
cases (and others) with a goal of identifying actions that we as a faculty community can take to
to advance our core values. As this relates to personnel matters, the meeting will not be open,
but subsequent discussions will take place with, I hope, full engagement of the campus
community.
On January 27, Paul Johnson will speak at a Faculty Forum to lead an open discussion of these
issues. (Make your calendars: 1/27, 4pm, Grand Ballroom, refreshments served starting at 330).
Following these discussions, I will ask Senators to work with department heads to lead
discussions about paths forward, and then to relate ideas to both Senate and administration.
I also invite members of the community to reach out to me or your fellow senators with ideas
for things we can do, now, to spark a dialogue and promote our values. In this regard, I have
also asked the leaders of the Ethics Accross Campus Program to help us address these issues.

Through all this, I hope we rethink what it means to be faculty in this community. We have labored to
enhance faculty oversight and responsibility for maintaining academic standards – in hiring, promotion
and tenure, and in instruction. This is not enough.
We must also take full responsibility for maintaining professional standards. This means broadening our
understanding of professional ethics. It goes beyond fiduciary responsibility, beyond guarding against
conflicts of interest, beyond the mere avoidance of misconduct. It means expecting the members of our
community to treat students and colleagues humanely, with respect and compassion. It means that
collegiality, professionalism, and kindness need to be upheld as values. Those values, in turn, need to be
reflected in our standards. Perhaps most importantly, it means speaking up when we witness actions
that contravene those values. Put most simply: We must model the behavior we want our students to
emulate.
Will you join me in this effort?
Yours from the CSM Faculty Senate,
Ken Osgood
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